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The purpose of our curriculum at Goffs is to provide a rich range of learning opportunities and experiences, therefore enabling students: 

- to develop a powerful range of knowledge, vocabulary and skills 
- to develop as confident, responsible, and articulate learners and citizens 
- to reveal and develop their inner strengths, and to thrive at school and beyond 

 

 

Department Religious Studies/Sociology 

Curriculum 

Intent  

(Overall) 

 To facilitate the development of conscientious and critical learners who are able to evaluate, interpret and 

analyse current issues and debates in our world. The department wishes to aid the development of pupils l 

awareness of morals, discussions and issues that can affect the world around them. 

 To ensure students understand the importance of religious and non-religious beliefs and the development of 

morality, all belief systems inc. atheism, History, values and spirituality, culture as well as similar issues. 

 To explore world issues/beliefs and ideals of morality in order to tackle prejudice/discrimination and 

stereotypes whilst taking into account the demographics of our local community. Our delivery allows us to 

assess the characteristics/issues of our local community. 

Curriculum Intent (Year Group) Opportunities and Experiences 

Year 7 

- Gift pupils with an understanding of four major religions – foundations for 

further exploration and basis for learning through all key stages regardless 

of primary education 

- Develop skills of constructive and balanced debate 

- Understand the root of morality comes from religion 

- Allow critical exploration 

- Applying beliefs/concepts and ideas to our life world (religion is not an 

issue that occurs abroad) 

- Scaffold beliefs/practices GCSE knowledge) 

Assessments to be remade and tailored to 12 mark GCSE structure but scaffolded 

and done with aids (Pupils will do mini sections of a GCSE question with 

assistance) 

Buddhism/Christianity trip 

 

 

Experience based lessons 
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Year 8 

- Move from religious education to a philosophical exploration – apply 

religion to life issues e.g. prejudice and discrimination. Next step in 

development overall KS4 and KS5 skills 

- Debates on morality – teach pupils how to structure a balanced and 

developed argument 

- Focus on supporting evidence 

- Exploration of ‘root’ of opinions 

Assessments to be remade and tailored to 12 mark GCSE structure but 

scaffolded and done with aids 

Enquiries made in a 

Buddhism/Christianity trip. 

 

Sexual Education Integrated  

Year 9 

- Building on understanding of religious beliefs and practices (breathe and 

depth of Y7 work) 

- Apply to thematic topics – similar to Y8 work 

- Developing 12 mark question skills – section by section (Assessments are 

seen/with a focus on structure rather than memorising content) 

 

Assessments to be scaffolded and seen – focus on structure rather than content 

retention. Feedback to focus on improvements and next steps. 

Imperial war museum  

Year 10 

Explore beliefs through thematic studies – emphasis on application and 

engagement. Working on the synoptic elements. 

 

Over-emphasis on drawing explanations and links from points to the statement. 

 

Year 11 

New schemes of work that recap the topics but from a point of view of an expert 

– Exercises have cross topic questions/links to situate the synoptic element of 

the course. 

 

Trialled by EBo in 2018/19 with our cohort (first cohort undertaking the three 

Intervention is limited – first time 

delivery, 1 on 1 sessions with EBO 

booked in by teacher, pupil or 

parent Mondays and Fridays and one 

day during school time/one day 
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year course) and seemingly had a profound effect on engagement and 

comprehension. 

during Easter. 

Sixth Form 

Concise lessons that are focusing content around A0 skills – Bring emphasis on 

A03 through A02 –applying content to a topical stimulus and drawing out 

strengths and weaknesses – factoring in skills that are higher order and an area 

of weakness nationally. 

 

Lessons factor in the following as a minimum – application task, independent 

task, concise summary and comprehension and questioning linked to A0 skills. 

Afford pupils with A02 examples every lesson due to lack in cultural capital on a 

whole 

Justin Craig workshop – Forward 

planning looking at a NYC trip. 

Contingency plan to look at a 

London or European alternative.  

 

 

V&A Childhood museum along with 

others in London. 
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In making these decisions, please consider the following questions: 

 

1. Is the intent of your subject curriculum clear and explicit? Have you identified the knowledge, vocabulary and 

skills learners should be developing in each year group? 

2. Do students have the time to cover topics in sufficient depth (mastery)? What do you currently teach which 

could be removed? 

3. Is the curriculum sufficiently ambitious for all? Consider the source materials/texts used. 

4. What are the foundations of knowledge/skills required at KS3, in order for successful study at KS4? Try not to 

be ‘shackled’ by this…consider the importance of learning beyond the specification 

5. What opportunities and experiences could/should students have while studying your subject? (including 

trips/visits and practical activities) 

6. How does your long-term curriculum planning promote the desired changes in long-term memory? (e.g. 

sequencing, low-stakes testing, interleaving) 

7. How does your curriculum link to the local context? 

8. How does your curriculum link to relevant employment opportunities (related to your subject area)? 

9. What method(s) will you use to assess progress? Are there opportunities for students to produce an authentic, 

high-quality, ‘final product’? 

10. How will you ensure students have opportunities to read, and develop their breadth of vocabulary in your 

subject? What vocabulary do you take time to develop explicitly? 

11. Are there any curriculum areas where colleagues require professional development? 

 

 

 


